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system for glaucoma medicine
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Abstract
Sustained-release drug delivery systems that replace the need for daily glaucoma medications will improve outcomes for those who
are nonadherent and reduce the inconvenience of having to take medications on a recurring basis.
The objective is to estimate uptake (i.e., demand) for a new technology that delivers sustained-release glaucomamedication and to

investigate how uptake varies by product attributes, physician recommendations, peer adoption (i.e., percentage of patients seen in a
clinic using the new technology), and patient characteristics.
In a web-enabled discrete-choice experiment survey, glaucoma patients in the United States were asked to choose between

continuing eye drop use or purchasing the new delivery system. In a cross-sectional web-enabled survey, ophthalmologists were
asked their likelihood of recommending the new technology based on product and patient characteristics.
Study participants were 500 glaucoma patients who were on topical administration of daily eye drops and 155 ophthalmologists

who practice in the US.
Main outcomes were predicted uptake for patients and likelihood of recommending a new drug delivery system for

ophthalmologists. Logistic models were used to analyze the choice data.
Uptake was estimated to be 18% at an annual cost of $1000 and to be 24% when the cost was $500. A physician’s

recommendation increased uptake by 6% to 12%, whereas an increase in peer adoption from 5% to 50% increased uptake by 3% to
7%. Patients aged ≥ 65 and those with lower income were more likely to remain on eye drops. Physicians were more likely to
recommend a product if the interval between administrations is 6 months or longer and when long-term safety and efficacy data are
available. They were less likely to recommend it to patients with lower income and no adherence problems.
Results suggest a significant interest in an injectable solution or other sustained-release alternatives to daily eye drops. However, in

this survey, patient uptake was greatly influenced by out-of-pocket cost and the interval between treatment administrations. Few
physicians were willing to recommend sustained-release technology if the treatment interval was less than 3 months.

Abbreviations: AGS = American Glaucoma Society, DCE = discrete choice experiment, FDA = Food and Drug Administration.

Keywords: adherence, drug delivery system, glaucoma medicine, peer adoption, physician recommendation, predicted uptake,
sustained-release
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1. Introduction

The most common cause of irreversible blindness in the world is
glaucoma. It is estimated that 80 million people currently have
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glaucoma worldwide. Glaucoma is a progressive optic neuro-
pthay characterized by a signature optic nerve change that is
associated with a corresponding visual field loss. Elevated
intraocular pressure is the only known modifiable risk factor
to date. First-line treatment for glaucoma is with topical
administration of eye drops to lower intraocular pressure.
Currently, if clinically effective, medical treatment is lifelong for
most patients. To adequately control intraocular pressure and
prevent disease progression, it is critical that the medication be
administered according to the prescribed dosage, timing, and
placement. Lack of adherence can lead to noncorrectable
glaucomatous vision loss, and ultimately blindness. Despite
the importance of being adherent to glaucoma medication,
adherence is highly variable, with estimates ranging from 5% to
80%.[2]

Sustained-release drug delivery systems that replace the need
for daily glaucoma medications are soon to be a reality. Several
companies are experimenting with new technologies that will
deliver daily medication through a timed release mechanism.[3]

Innovations in the development of injectable biodegradable
polymer depots help with increasing therapeutic benefits and
providing controlled release for glaucoma treatment.[4,5] These
technologies will improve outcomes for those who are non-
adherent and reduce the hassles associated with having to take
medications on a recurring basis. They also have the potential to
decrease the variation in intraocular pressure during the day,
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[6]

i A waiver of consent was given by the Institutional Review Board as both surveys
were one-time anonymous surveys that posed nomore thanminimal risk to subjects.

Table 1

List of attributes and levels.

Attributes Levels

Interval between injections (Frequency of needing Every 4 mo
a new injectable solution) Every 6 mo

Every 9 mo
Out-of-pocket cost per year Free

$100
$500
$1000

Adoption rate among peers (Percentage of patients 5%
treated in your clinic who adopted the injectable solution) 30%

70%
Doctor’s recommendation Injectable solution

Eye drops
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especially for open-angle glaucoma patients. As a result, they
are likely to be an attractive alternative to eye drops for many
patients. However, they are likely to be expensive and may not be
covered by insurance. They also require a procedure that has to
be performed by an ophthalmologist in the clinic on a recurring
basis. As a result, there may be limited demand for this new
technology.
The objective of this study was to estimate uptake (i.e.,

demand) for a prototypical product and how uptake is likely to
vary as a function of product attributes (i.e., features), physician
recommendations, peer adoption (i.e., percentage of patients seen
in the clinic who adopted the new technology), and patient
characteristics. The product attributes we considered were the
interval between administrations and annual out-of-pocket costs.
The previous literature shows that patients are swayed by
recommendations from their physician [7,8] and by the influence
of peers.[8–13] Patient characteristics included age, income,
whether the patient is on monotherapy, and whether the patient
reports difficulty remembering to administer eye drops. We
expected that lower costs and longer intervals between injections
will increase uptake of the new technology, and that patients will
be more likely to adopt the new technology if their physician
recommends it and/or if they think a large percentage of their
peers are using it. We also hypothesized that patients past
retirement age and those with lower income would be more likely
to choose to remain on eye drops and patients who report
difficulty with remembering to take eye drops and those on
monotherapy would be less likely to remain on eye drops, as
replacement for only 1 medication would offer lower value for
these patients.
These hypotheses were tested using a web-enabled discrete

choice experiment (DCE) survey administered to glaucoma
patients in the United States. DCE is a survey method for
assessing individual preferences through a structured set of
tradeoffs and for quantifying the utility/satisfaction that people
assign to a set of product attributes. The DCEmethod is based on
the premise that products are characterized by a set of attributes
(e.g., price, efficacy, safety) and that the attractiveness of a
particular product is a function of the levels of these attributes.[14]

DCE surveys have previously been used for estimating
preferences for new medical technologies.[9,15]

Although the DCE survey can tell us the extent to which a
physician’s recommendation and other factors influence patient
uptake, it cannot tell us whether physicians are likely to make
such a recommendation. Therefore, we estimated factors that
influenced the likelihood of a physicians’ recommendation as a
function of product attributes and patient characteristics using a
web-enabled cross-sectional survey targeting US ophthalmolo-
gists. The product attributes included interval between admin-
istrations and time since Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
approval. Patient characteristics included patient income, patient
adherence and whether the patient was on monotherapy or
multiple therapies. We hypothesized that the longer the interval
between administrations and the longer the product is in the
market the more likely it is that physicians would recommend it.
Contrarily, physicians would be less likely to recommend the
technology to low-income patients, to those who have no
adherence problems, and to patients on multiple medications.
Based on the results of the 2 surveys we estimated uptake of a
prototypical technology that could replace daily drops and
simulated how uptake is likely to vary based on product
attributes, physician recommendations, peer adoption, and
patient characteristics.
2

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

A web-enabled DCE survey was fielded by a survey research firm
to members of their US panel in July 2015. The eligibility criteria
for the patient survey were self-reported diagnosis of glaucoma
and being on topical administration of daily eye drops. Of the
15,000 panel members screened, 500 qualified to complete the
patient questionnaire.
The physician survey was sent via the web in January and

February 2016 to 989 ophthalmologists who were members of
the American Glaucoma Society (AGS). The eligibility criteria for
the physician survey were being a member of AGS and practicing
in the United States. At the end, 155 physicians completed the
survey.
Both patient and physician surveys were ethically reviewed and

approved by the National University of Singapore’s Institutional
Review Board and a waiver of consent was given.i
2.2. Survey development

To facilitate patient’s ability to respond to the DCE survey, we
focused on an injectable solution that releases the drug over a
period of months. Respondents were told that it would be
administered by their ophthalmologist in clinic and their eye
would be numbed before the injection. Respondents were also
told that the risks associated with the injection were minimal but
that theymay feel temporarymild discomfort, irritation, orminor
bleeding at the site of injection. These assumptions were made
after discussions with the ophthalmologists.
After being presented with the above information, respondents

were shown a series of DCE choice tasks where they were asked
whether they would choose to continue on eye drops or adopt an
injectable solution that was characterized by 4 attributes: interval
between administrations, annual out-of-pocket cost, physician’s
recommendation, and perceived adoption rate defined as
percentage of patients seen in the clinic who adopted the new
technology. Table 1 lists the attributes and levels and Fig. A1 in
Supplementary Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/MD/
B645 provides an example DCE choice task. The attributes
and levels were identified after cognitive interviews with a
convenience sample and discussions with ophthalmologists.
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Table 2

Logistic model to identify characteristics of respondents who are
in the market for purchasing injectable solutions (vs not being
interested in the product).

Odds ratio Std. Err P> jzj
Lower income (<25,000 a year) 0.561‡ 0.175 0.064
Middle income (≥ $25,000 and
< $100,000 a year)

0.781 0.185 0.30

Age 65 yr and above 0.430
∗

0.104 <0.001
Difficulty remembering to take eye drops 1.957† 0.528 0.013
Monotherapy 1.025 0.197 0.90
Constant 0.992 0.221 0.97
Log likelihood –324.13

Dependent variable equals 1 if a respondent is in the “pro injectable” or “traders” groups, 0 if the
respondent is in the “pro eye drops” group.
∗
, †, and ‡ indicate 1%, 5%, and 10% levels of significance respectively.
Reference category is household income of $100,000 or above a year.
Difficulty remembering to take eye drops was identified if someone reported having difficulty “usually”
or “all the time.” Reference category is reporting having difficulty “never,” “once in while,” or
“sometimes.”
Reference category is using multiple glaucoma medications.
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The DCE tasks were constructed via an experimental design
that required identifying the specific level for each attribute and
were created using SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).[16] The tasks
were then randomly divided into 3 blocks with 8 tasks per
respondent to reduce the cognitive burden. The survey instru-
ment also asked questions related to the number of glaucoma
medicines used, difficulty remembering to take eye drops, and
socio-demographic characteristics.
The physician survey asked whether they would recommend a

sustained-release drug delivery system as a function of: interval
between administrations, time since FDA approval, patient
income, patient adherence, and whether the patient is on
monotherapy or multiple therapies. Response options were on
a 5-point Likert scale and ranged from “very likely” to “very
unlikely.” To be conservative, in our demand estimation a
recommendation was considered positive only when physicians
reported that they were “very likely” to recommend it. (Patient
and physician questionnaires are provided in Supplementary
Digital Contents 2 and 3, respectively, http://links.lww.com/MD/
B645).
2.3. Analysis

The first step in the analysis of the patient data was to subdivide
respondents into 3 groups: pro eye drops (those who chose eye
drops in every choice task); pro injectable solution (those who
chose injectable solution in every choice task); and traders.
Traders made tradeoffs between the product attributes, physician
recommendation and peer adoption, and sometimes chose eye
drops and sometimes chose injectable solution depending on the
levels of these factors. We assumed that respondents who were in
the “pro eye drops” group would never purchase the injection,
whereas the remaining 2 groups were considered potential
consumers. We then used a logistic model to identify personal
characteristics of those likely to be potential consumers.
As the traders may or may not purchase the injectable solution,

their responses were analyzed using a mixed logit model [17] to
understand the factors that influence uptake for this group and
for quantifying uptake for specific combinations of the attributes.
Overall uptake, taking into account uptake of Traders, those who
were in the “pro eye drops” group (uptake was assumed to be
0%) and those who were in the “pro injectable solution” group
(uptake was assumed to be 100%) was derived by taking a
weighted average of uptake of the 3 groups. We used STATA
version 12 for all statistical analyses. Methodological informa-
tion on data analysis and uptake calculations can be found
in Supplementary Digital Content 4, http://links.lww.com/MD/
B645.
3. Results

3.1. Respondent characteristics

Among the patients who completed the survey, about half were
males, 24%were aged 65 or above and 60%were married; 18%
were lower income, with household income less than US$25,000
a year and 62% had income between US$25,000 and US
$100,000 a year, 47% reported being onmonotherapy, and 14%
reported having difficulty remembering to take their eye drops
(Table A1 in Supplementary Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.
com/MD/B645).
From the physician survey, the mean number of years of

experience treating glaucoma patients was 18 years and the mean
3

number of patients treated per week was 100. Among the
glaucoma patients treated by the physicians in the sample, the
percentage of patients on monotherapy was 28% (Table A2 in
Supplementary Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/MD/
B645).
3.2. Results from the patient survey

Based on responses to the DCE tasks, 9% of respondents always
chose the injectable solution (“pro injectable solution” group)
and 20% never did (“pro eye drops” group). The remaining 71%
were considered “traders” who may or may not purchase the
injectable solution depending on its characteristics. Respondents
aged 65 and over and those with lower incomes were less likely to
be potential customers; those who reported difficulty remember-
ing taking eye drops were more likely to be potential customers of
the injection (Table 2).
Table 3 presents the mixed logit estimates for traders.

Consistent with our hypotheses, respondents preferred injectable
solutions that have longer intervals between injections and lower
costs. They were also more likely to choose injectable solutions if
they are recommended by their physician or if they think that they
are widely used by their peers. Respondents past retirement age
were more sensitive to changes in the cost attribute compared
with younger respondents. This age group and those with lower
incomes were more likely to choose eye drops.
3.3. Results from the physician survey

Figure 1 provides the percentage of physicians recommending a
new drug delivery system over eye drops. The interval between
procedures was found to be highly influential in the likelihood of
recommending the new system. Whereas only 11% of physicians
would recommend a drug delivery system that required a minor
surgical procedure every 3 months, 29% would recommend a
system that required an administration no more than every 6
months and the majority (56%) would recommend one that
required an administration no less than once annually.
Recommendations were very sensitive to time since FDA
approval. Although only 11% would recommend a delivery
system soon after receiving FDA approval, 52% would
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Figure 2. Stated uptake for a prototypical injectable solution.

Table 3

Mixed logit model estimates for traders (N=354).

Coeff. Std error P value

Interval between injections 1.404
∗

0.319 <0.001
Adoption rate among peers 0.861

∗
0.228 <0.001

Doctor recommended 0.693
∗

0.097 <0.001
Cost for age < 65
$0 1.316

∗
0.161 <0.001

$100 0.799
∗

0.133 <0.001
$500 –0.415

∗
0.115 <0.001

$1000 –1.700
∗

0.175 <0.001
Cost for age ≥ 65
$0 1.517

∗
0.374 <0.001

$100 0.712† 0.316 0.024
$500 –1.004

∗
0.318 0.002

$1000 –1.225
∗

0.451 0.007
ASC for eye drops 0.692 0.284 0.015
Interactions
Eye drops‡ age 65 above 1.007

∗
0.258 <0.001

Eye drops‡ lower income 0.746
∗

0.295 0.011
Eye drops‡ middle income 0.291 0.217 0.180
Log likelihood –1530.5774

Interaction between “difficulty remembering to take eye drops” and “eye drops” was not significant and
was dropped from the model. An interaction with “monotherapy” was not included in this model since it
was not a significant predictor of being in the market.
∗
, †, and ‡ indicate 1%, 5%, and 10% levels of significance respectively.
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recommend it after long-term safety and efficacy data became
available. Physicians were also more likely to recommend a new
drug delivery system for wealthier patients and patients with
adherence problems. The likelihood of recommending the system
was not influenced by whether the patient is on monotherapy or
multiple therapies.

3.4. Predicted uptake

Figure 2 predicts demand for a prototypical injectable solution
that needs to be replaced every 6 months and that is in its early
days of being in the market. Thus, we assumed a low peer
adoption of 10% and a 0.29 probability of a physician
recommendation, based on the results of the physician survey.
Uptake was very sensitive to out-of-pocket cost. When free,
uptake was estimated to be 60%; however, at an out-of-pocket
cost of $1000 per year, this figure dropped to 18%. If
48%
44%

47%

41%
26%

13%
12%

52%
15%

11%

56%
29%

11%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Monotherapy
Two drop regimen

Three or more drop regimen

Middle income & poor adherence
Low income & poor adherence

Middle income & occasional adherence
Low income  & occasional adherence

Long term safety & efficacy data
Limited real world data on safety & efficacy

Just approved

Every 12 months
Every 6 months
Every 3 months

Figure 1. Percentage of physicians “very likely” recommending a new delivery
system over eye drops.
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administration is only required once annually, uptake could be
as high as 71% (Fig. A2 in Supplementary Digital Content 1,
http://links.lww.com/MD/B645). A recommendation from the
physician increased uptake by 6 to 12 percentage points (Fig. A3
in Supplementary Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/MD/
B645); whereas if the perceived adoption rate at the clinic
increases from 5% to 50%, uptake increased by 3 to 7 percentage
points (Fig. A4 in Supplementary Digital Content 1, http://links.
lww.com/MD/B645) depending on the out-of-pocket cost of the
injectable solution. Those aged 65 and over were far less likely to
adopt the injectable solution (Fig. A5 in Supplementary Digital
Content 1), http://links.lww.com/MD/B645. For this population
subset, uptake was less than half of what it was for the younger
age group when cost was low, but the difference narrowed at
higher costs, largely because younger patients also opt out.
Regardless of age, lower income patients had lower demand,
with differences in uptake ranging from 6 to 11 percentage points
(Fig. A6 in Supplementary Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.
com/MD/B645).

4. Discussion

We estimated factors that influenced demand for a new drug
delivery system that provides sustained release of glaucoma
medication. We investigated this by using data from surveys
conducted with glaucoma patients and ophthalmologists. The
results from the patient data showed that 9% of patients were
likely to be early adopters of the new drug delivery system even at
fairly high prices, whereas 20% were unlikely to opt for the new
system at any price. The remaining 71% may or may not choose
the new drug delivery system depending on the product
attributes, physician recommendation, and peer adoption. Early
adopters would be younger and wealthier patients.
Even in a survey setting, uptake was sensitive to physician

recommendations and peer adoption. This impact is likely to be
higher in real life if patients receive a recommendation from their
physician in person and/or when they witness other patients
adopting the technology.[18] Results from the physician survey
showed that physicians were likely to recommend the device if the
intervals between administrations are at least 6 months. They
were also more likely to recommend the technology to patients
with higher income and to those with adherence problems.
Results suggest that for a prototypical injectable solution that

is new to the market, lasts for 6 months between injections, and
costs the patient $500 per year, uptake was likely to be roughly
24%. However, uptake was also very sensitive to out-of-pocket
cost. We expected that the success of any discretionary
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technology that can replace daily eye medications would be
highly dependent on the ability to obtain third-party reimburse-
ment, including Medicare reimbursement. Lack of Medicare
reimbursement would likely reduce demand for those above
ages 65 given the finding that their demand was very price
sensitive.[19,20] This would be especially true when the technology
is first launched and the market price is relatively high. Over time,
and assuming market data shows a new technology to be safe and
efficacious, the physician survey data revealed that physicians
would be far more likely to recommend it to their patients. This
would increase peer adoption and push demand up even further.
For example, simulations suggest that if the out-of-pocket cost
decreases to $100 a year, as many as 48% of patients would
adopt the new technology.
Our study had several limitations. First, the findings were

based on survey responses. This was necessary given that the
product does not currently exist on the market. It is possible that
respondents, both patients and physicians, will behave differently
to actual experience versus hypothetical situations. This may be
more evident regarding patient responses to physician recom-
mendations, since personal interactions with physicians influence
patient behavior. Tominimize this potential bias, in the physician
survey, only responses to “very likely” were fed back into the
patient model as positive recommendations. Second, we used a
convenience sample of patients and physicians who are not
representative of the patient or physician populations in the
United States. Therefore, it is possible that our estimates suffer
from population-related selection bias. Third, the predicted
uptake for injectable solutions was estimated based on the
attributes and levels used in the design and any changes in these
attributes and study assumptions will affect the uptake.
Concerning side-effects, the injectable solution was assumed to
have only minimal risk. In addition, patients might have also
considered any side-effects they experience with eye drops which
makes them more likely to switch to injections. However, if
injections are found to be associated with serious complications
such as endophtalmitis, uveitis, or transient rise in intraocular
pressure, uptake of the new technology would likely to be lower.
Fourth, the study considered only 1 type of health technology as
an alternative to eye drops. If more than 1 alternative to daily
drops becomes available, the market would be segmented among
all competitors and the uptake for this or any particular
technology would be lower.
One significant strength of our study was the ability to model

the likelihood of a physician recommendation. The highly
significant coefficient associated with physician recommendation
in the mixed logit results revealed that this variable is an
important predictor of patient demand. As such, it is important to
incorporate the likelihood of physician recommendations in
estimates of patient uptake. Future studies on technologies that
are also highly influenced by a physician’s recommendation could
incorporate a similar approach by combining results of both
patient and physician surveys.
In summary, despite being an elective procedure, results

suggest that there is significant interest in an injectable solution or
other sustained-release alternatives to daily eye drops. However,
5

patient demand will be greatly influenced by the extent of third-
party reimbursement that minimizes out-of-pocket costs, the
interval between administrations, and whether or not the
procedure is recommended by their physician.
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